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Scholarship in Aalto University
- 50 % and 100 % scholarships available in Aalto University
- Scholarships are
- decided on at the same time with the admission result
- merit-based and granted on competitive basis
-

-

The number of scholarships per degree programme is limited
and depends on the overall number of selected non-EU/EEA
students per degree programme.
At the moment, Aalto University does not offer any universitywide scholarships to cover living costs in Finland.
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Scholarship in Aalto University
- Information concerning scholarships and tuition fees in
Into portal
https://into.aalto.fi/display/enopisk/Tuition+fees+and+scholarships
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Scholarship terms of acceptance
Duration of the scholarship
“The scholarship is granted for one degree only and for no more than the normative duration of
studies for the degree. The normative duration of studies is two (2) academic years for a Master’s
degree (120 ECTS credits). The scholarship is to be used for the completion of degree studies
only.”

Study progress
“The scholarship will be continued for a second academic year provided that the student has
progressed in studies according to his or her approved personal study plan (HOPS) during the
first academic year and provided that his or her goal oriented study plan for the second year is
approved by the University.”
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Scholarship terms of acceptance
Scholarship for one semester following the normative study period
“In order to bring their studies to a conclusion, students who are liable for paying tuition fees
may be awarded a scholarship for one additional term beyond the normative time period (i.e. one
term beyond the three years for a Bachelor’s, or two years for a Master’s).
This is on the condition that they have made planned progress in their previous studies and that
they have a goal-oriented and feasible personal study plan to complete the remainder. The
scholarship is 100% (i.e. the tuition waiver covers 100% of the fee). The scholarship requires
submission of the thesis by the agreed deadline, completion and registration of degree studies
during the applicable term, and graduation of the student by the end of the term.”
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Events for help and guidance
- How to cope with tuition fees: 9. October, 2019 12-14.00
- How to beat the blues: Date yet to be decided, but early
November likely
-Invitations are sent to every tuition fee liable student by email
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Questions?
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